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Summerfield Tackles Distance Learning
It was on Friday the Thirteenth—nearly six
weeks ago by the time you read this—when
we first began to realize that day could be
our last occasion to be together on campus
for some time. On that day we didn’t know
how long we would have to be away from
school, and to this day we still don’t know.
Navigating Summerfield in this crisis is
a little like driving in the car when you
are a passenger whose seat faces the rear.
Information comes and whizzes by with
no warning, passing so quickly that things
only become clear as they move into the
past and we gain some distance from them.
We have done our best as a school to share
that information with you, as soon as it is
clear enough for us to make sense of it, and
we understand that this can feel like the
communication is already too late or that
we are holding back important information
from you. Neither is our intention.
By the end of the day on Friday the
Thirteenth, the teachers realized the
children would be learning from home
starting that Monday. They worked—and
continue to work—incredibly hard to bring
and refine our distance learning in a way
that rings true with our values as a Waldorf
School. (For more on the principles behind
those decisions, consult your children’s
teachers and the Governance Council
update of April 11 [reprinted on page two
of this edition of The Messenger].)
What is it that becomes most clear to
us from the back seat, looking behind
to imagine where we are headed? The
enduring strength of the Summerfield

community
continues to
sharpen in
focus. You,
the Parents,
Faculty,
Staff,
Board, Core
Groups,
Farmers,
all have
made and
continue
to make extraordinary efforts to keep our
connection alive through our commitment
to our beloved school, every individual
who is a part of it, and this education. We
see that our connections go much deeper
than providing service for a fee: we are a
community working together to support
this unique education.
As you look into this special edition of
The Messenger, you will read stories and
see images of the way distance learning
is happening throughout the school.
Looking beneath those stories and images
you will experience how our connection,
our community, not only endures but
strengthens, as we face this adversity
together.
The Governance Council, Faculty and
Staff thank you for all your efforts as well
as your old and new-found roles in this
community and the work of keeping it
together. Please enjoy the stories that
follow.
~ Ignacio Garat, Jason Gross and
Rachel McGarva (Governance Council)
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Town Hall Announcement
The Board and the Governance Council
would like to invite you to attend a virtual
town hall meeting to hear about the
state of the school, distance learning
across the school, our financial situation
and thoughts and plans for the future of
Summerfield.
Please join us Monday, May 4, 7:30-8:30pm.
We will record the event, for those who
cannot attend. We know that you have
questions, and we will respond to as
many as we can. Please email them to
us in advance at governancecouncil@
summerfieldwaldorf.org so that we can
collate and prepare to address them directly.
Also, please note that we will be
postponing the (re)enrollment deadline
to after the town hall meeting, from May 1
to May 7.
We look forward to meeting,
Ignacio Garat, Jason Gross and Rachel
McGarva (Governance Council) and
Jefferson Buller, Board President
(on behalf of the Board of Directors)

A Unique Aspect of Waldorf Education
the governance council introduces distance learning
One of Rudolf Steiner’s insights for us as
teachers is that what we remember and
what we know or come to understand
are two fundamentally different human
processes. This means that if we wish
to educate young people so that they
come to know, it must happen by a
different process than how we ask them to
remember.
Of course these two processes overlap
and interact, and both are necessary in
educational practice. However, most of
humanity for most of modern history
has focused on educational methods that
train memory with coming to know as a
by-product, and few pedagogies outside
Waldorf education have focused on a
method that addresses the question: How
do we come to know?
For Waldorf teachers, answering this
question is a continual practice of learning
how to provide education—opportunities
for students to come to know. Rudolf
Steiner encapsulated the process in verse
form in the upper grades Morning Verse:
I look into the world...
I look into my soul...
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The World Creator weaves...
Coming to know is a process of weaving
between looking into the world and looking
into the self. This process is a self-willed,
living, personal encounter of the self and
the real, natural world. It is guided by the
human interaction of the teacher with the
students,
and it
evolves and
matures
with
personal
development
and skill
development. The
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latter is to help the young person deepen
the encounter of the self and the world, to
continually develop the process of coming
to know. The former is personal, unique to
each individual; this process is profound
and sacred. The role of the teacher is as
witness, and yet it is the most important
result of a living, true and real learning
process. Through this education the I or
self and the looking into the world develop
together.

Summerfield’s Distance
Learning Approach:
The challenge we face today due to
distance learning as the Waldorf teachers
of Summerfield is how to guide this
process without being present with the
children. The issues, questions, challenges
and solutions we are working on are
different at each age. What is a constant
truth, however, is that interaction with a
screen is not interaction with the world or
the teacher, and therefore it cannot—by
itself—be the vehicle for the process of
coming to know. Can the screen be a tool?
This depends on the age of the child and
how it is used.
The internet may have all or most of
the world’s knowledge collected and
accessible. But access to it—if that can be
done in a non-overwhelming manner—is
very difficult to make more than an aid
to the process of memory and even at
that only at an age where a young person
can discern the difference between what
they “perceive” there and what they
experience through their senses in the
real world. The confusion or the blurring
of the real and the virtual can have very
serious consequences for an individual’s
development. I look into the world, the
real world—most often guided by a real,
human interaction between student and
teacher—must occur for the process of
coming to know to take place.

At Summerfield the concept of our distance
learning is to keep the process of coming
to know alive, true and real while we are
physically distancing. How we are doing
this is different at each grade level. Your
children’s teachers are working with you to
explain their methods and their reasons.
To do this, we need you, the parents, to
participate with us in carrying and even
implementing these newly emerging
curricula and methods.
Of the many challenges inherent in this
is understanding why our teachers have
chosen these experiences. We hope this
will come with time and practice. Your
teachers are reaching out in many forms.
These, by nature, are slow and incomplete,
which can cause frustration. [It is hoped
that this edition of The Messenger
illuminates] our methods, choices and
goals throughout the school. You can learn
from looking at the full spectrum of our
offerings, no matter the age of your child.
We realize that answering all the
questions—both yours as parents and ours
as teachers—is a process that takes time.
We hope that it is a continuing education
for us all, that we continue to refine and
get better at it, and that we can be together
again as soon as possible.
Continuing to learn is an essential element
of being a Waldorf teacher. We must
always be reshaping and renewing our
offerings to keep them living, real and true
for the students. It is with great reverence
and respect for the task you are now taking
up with us, for your efforts and sacrifices,
that we sincerely thank you for working
with us in this process.
~ Ignacio Garat, Jason Gross and
Rachel McGarva (Governance Council)

Widening the Circle
how early childhood is holding our younger students
By Catherine Schlager & Rachel McGarva, for Early Childhood Education Core Group
When we call up images of a Waldorf
Early Childhood classroom, most of
us will picture the warm colors, the
seasonal treasures on display, the natural
play things tidily placed on shelves
and in cubbies, the long wooden tables
encompassed by a multitude of pint-sized
chairs, and a bounteous kitchen stocked
with grains, vegetables and fruit. The
feelings that emerge will likely be those of
warmth, security, coziness, calmness and

boats and boat packages

a delightful anticipation of what might
unfold in this special space. Every Waldorf
early childhood classroom is designed as
a home-away-from-home. The rhythms of
the day hold us like a well-worn pathway
that offers direction and purpose as well
as welcome opportunities to step off the
path and into the less traveled places for
exploration and adventure. We always find
our way back.
During this time of sheltering at home,
the world of the Waldorf Early Childhood
classroom is expanding. The work of the
teachers has always been done in tandem
with that of the parents, but never more so
than now. The teachers in our Roots and
Shoots program, in the Rosebud classroom
and all of the kindergartens are working
with head, heart and hands to grow our
circles of warmth, security and calmness
so that home life is well supported in
ways that reflect life at school and yet are

also—necessarily and wonderfully—unique
to each family culture. The teachers have
circled together to share their pedagogical
insights, understandings of human
development and curriculum plans. Out of
this have come the ways we have chosen
to strengthen each family’s ability to hold
the children in their care with intention,
love and equanimity during this unusual
time—a tall order, but one that every adult
who works with children strives for.
So, what have we taken
up? Each week, the
teachers are connecting
with families in a
multitude of ways. Every
classroom (in the older
Roots and Shoots classes
and up) has a weekly
newsletter with updates
on the activities of
friends and teachers. The
Rosebud Friday Gazette
[example on page five]
is one such publication where we have
learned about all the hiking, chick-raising,
egg-dyeing, clay sculpting, fort repairing,
gnome and fairy house making, bun
baking, cat finding, honey butter whipping,
flower pressing, creek walking, bike riding,
horse feeding, gardening, elixir concocting,
fern hunting, bunny petting, bracelet
making, doll stitching, and four leaf clover
finding that is going on! The Rosebud
children are
also hearing
from their
teacher
about
something
special that
has touched
her heart
that week;
one Friday
the children
learned

yarn for twizzling and drawing books

about the little wren that sings so joyfully
from the top of the white pine tree near
their teacher’s house and the cheeky
squirrel who flaunts his fluffy tail on her
porch railing.
In the Kindergarten Gazettes, the children
can be seen planting Easter grass, climbing
trees, baking and chopping and cooking,
helping parents at home with washing
windows, sweeping floors, washing
laundry and playing with little siblings,
making egg trees, caring for pets, digging
and planting in the garden, learning to ride
bikes and knit and ride a go cart, going
on long walks through the forests and
meadows, gathering bouquets and building
forts of wood and cardboard, sewing and
felting and working with wood, and doing
oh, so much more. Then, when the Gazette
arrives, the parents can print them out
and tie them into the children’s newspaper
books so they can see their friends at work
and play whenever they wish.
bunnies, eggs, and carrots
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Each Early Childhood teacher sends
weekly letters to families which include
circle songs and audio recordings of these
songs—to help with finding the tune so it
feels just right. These are chosen from the
teacher’s repertoire and are sure to include
some tunes that are already familiar to the
children as well as some new additions;
in this way it is easier to carry the circle at
home if the family chooses to incorporate
this aspect of the school day in their home
rhythm. Of course, rhythm at home is the
bedrock upon which all else is built and
so teachers have offered suggestions for
the building of daily rhythms in different
families. While there is much similarity
in what families have chosen, there is
variation too, as varying schedules and
family needs influence the flow of the day.

cards for children

Seasonal stories are chosen mindfully to
meet the children. Recent choices include
The Gnome Who Had to Stay at Home,
The Little Seed and Wise Grandfather
Turtle. Parents know that in our school
setting, we tell and retell these tales as
a way to weave a kind of cozy, familiar
cocoon around the children and their days.
It is soothing to know what is coming.
The older kindergarten children receive
weekly packets of craft projects to take
bean bag basket and bean bag packages

Waldorf teacher’s regular
meditation practice
serves this same end—
to connect in a deeply
spiritual way with the
individuality of the child.
Often we underestimate
the power of these unseen
ways of knowing and
supporting each other.
The Early Childhood
teachers hope to foster
wet-felting flowers and finished felted flowers
a sense that this time
offers
many
opportunities
to deepen
up at home. Rainbow-colored felt for
home rhythms and relationships, even
sewing bunnies and eggs, wool roving
though it is also a very challenging and
for wet felting flowers and carrots, yarn
uncertain time. Rhythm will ground us.
for twizzling, paper and crayons to make
What matters most is that the little ones
a drawing book and wood and fabric to
remain in the realm of the real (not the
saw, sand, sew and build a little boat to
virtual), have plenty
take sailing in the
of time in the natural
spring waters have
world, have ample
all been sent home to
opportunity for free
the children so far.
play, a dependable
Also, the rising first
daily rhythm, and
graders are taking
opportunities,
up the fine work of
however simple they
continuing to rasp,
may be, to maintain a
sand, paint and
connection with their
polish their swords
wool roving for wet-felted flowers and carrots
teachers and friends.
in preparation for
crossing the threshold to grade school.
Parents of the younger set receive what we
hope is an inspiring list of activities to take
up with their little ones.
We are also writing personal letters and
drawing cards for the children in our
classrooms so that the connection between
teacher and child can be maintained. These
are mailed via snail mail. Some children
have chosen to send pictures back and in
this way pen
pal relationships have
begun which
has been
touching
and meaningful on
both ends. It
is important
to mention
here that a

Our offerings are shared with this gesture:
let us hold our home life in a way that
widens the circle of the Early Childhood
classroom to include the child’s home—
not to duplicate what school is, but to
craft a simple, rich, real and enlivening
experience of daily life that builds upon
each family’s traditions. In this manner,
every child is held by the adults in their
world, the adults who cherish and love
them. Especially now.
moss garden

To give an example of one of the Early Childhood letters
for families, here is an extract from Miss Catherine’s
Rosebud newsletter to be read to her students…

Dear Rosebud Children...
Yesterday I went to visit Mr.
Grimilkin. He was as shy as usual
but cheerful and friendly. He
whispered many things to me
about our classroom that I want
to share with you.
Lambkin has been frolicking
all about the room—visiting
the Cozy Corner, our Sunshine
Kitchen and even tiptoeing
under the big table! It seems
(you may notice that mr. grimilkin’s
Lambkin likes to be an explorer
little mouse is looking at you!)
when everything is quiet.
Lambkin found one of our rope leashes curled up
underneath Miss Catherine’s chair, and a pretty shell was
sitting behind the little
stove. Mr. Grimilkin saw
Lambkin put those back
in their rightful places.
I thanked Lambkin for
keeping everything tidy.
Here he is, resting after
all of his adventuring
and cleaning.
Our two little pet mice, Lavender and Periwinkle, have
been having dancing parties every day. They scurry down
to the floor, hold hands and twirl and waltz and even do
the tango—which is a very fancy dance. When they are
done, they scamper about looking for any crumbs that
might have fallen on the floor under the table. My. Grimilkin
believes that they found
some little bits of rice
from our last rice day,
which they enjoyed
immensely! When I
arrived, Periwinkle and
Lavender were already
back on their shelf above
the silks.
Some of the dolls in the Cozy Corner have been playing
patty-cake, a game that we all know. Baby Jasmine clapped
her soft little hands and sang:
Patty cake, patty cake, baker man
Make me a cake as fast as you can!
Prick it and pat it and mark it with a B
And put it in the oven for baby—that’s me!

One afternoon, Mr. Grimilkin
said, he heard the clinking of
tea cups from underneath the
Nature Table where Fern and
Gazumptitum live—they were
having a tea party! It was kind of
them to toast to Mr. Grimilkin’s
health and happiness! Such a
merry time they had.
It seems that Felix and Fiona our
pet flies are visiting every day
too—bringing news of the outside world to Mr. Grimilkin.
Felix saw some pink wood sorrel blooming in our garden!
And Fiona saw a lizard climbing up the Roots and Shoots
side wall. Both said that the slide looks very shiny and
bright and that the wheelbarrows are quietly waiting to be
used for some good work again
when the time is right.
Lydia the Ladybug has been
traveling across the ceiling as
usual. She simply loves to look
at the world from upside down.
Mr. Grimilkin whispered that she
thinks she is on the floor and that
our table is on the ceiling! Silly
Lydia.
I noticed that our basket, full of the pretty symbol pictures
for every Rosebud child, is still happily sitting next to the
water bottle. I looked inside the basket and found all of
these pictures: a sailboat, a star, a rainbow, a heart, a teapot,
a rose, a pumpkin, a sunflower, a dragonfly, an apple, an oak
tree, a kitty cat, and a ladybug.
Seeing all of these pictures
reminded me how much I miss
you all. It seems a good time to
share again with you my favorite
knock-knock joke:
Knock, knock!
Who’s there?
Olive.
Olive who?
Ol-love you!!
And, as your teachers always say at the end of each
Rosebud morning:
May the angels watch over
each one of you dear children
Until we meet again!
With hugs until next week,
Miss Catherine
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Distance Learning in the Lower School
different strokes for different folks
Introduction by Andrea Vander Pluym, on behalf of the Lower School Core Group
In the Lower School (Grades One through Eight), distance learning features are different from grade to grade, evolving with what is most
age-appropriate and meaningful, as determined by the class teacher and in collaboration with the lower school faculty. On these two pages,
and continued on page nine, see a brief picture of how distance learning looks as the child ages in the lower and middle school.

grade one:
with jennifer sparks

Distance learning has been going very well thanks to the dedication and striving of the
first-grade parents. They turn my suggestions, guidance, and activities into a living
breathing lesson for their children. And the children are thriving! In addition to a weekly
lesson plan, I send a daily letter to the children to provide a regular connection and to
inspire enjoyment and observations in the world around them. Below is one of the letters
from this month:

grade two:

Dear Children,

with amanda butterworth

Today I started building raised garden beds in the backyard. My backyard is all downhill, so I
came up with a plan. I decided to gather the stumps from my yard, which have been collecting
bugs and worms all winter, and move them into a half-circle for a retaining wall. I started
moving the stumps and you guessed it, there were approximately
100 insects under each one. Under one log, a very sleepy skink laid
very still and only moved his eyes to look at me when I came close.
Under another log I found a complete family of centipedes, two parent
centipedes with lots of squiggly legs and lots of little white babies
with tiny little legs. All the beetles just scurried away, but the skink
was trying to sleep, the centipede parents were very cautious, and the
babies just ran around in circles. It took some time, but I found some
rocks and bark and made them some new houses. They seemed happy,
or at least they stayed under them and did not complain too loud.

While at home,
Class Two has
found many
ways in which to
learn! Drawing
or watercolor
painting, daily
singing and flute
practice with an
audio recording,
mental math,
and Main Lesson
bookwork, including
daily Kid Writing
of poems we know
(such as Rune
of St. Patrick),
riddles of the day,
cursive practice
and a special
nature observation
assignment from
Farmer Dan. And
least we forget,
diligently working
on our times tables
with stomping and
clapping, having
our whole families
join in!

Now that I have all the stumps in a nice arch, my next step is to line the
stumps with paper shopping bags and fill in the area above with soil.
Then I will plant some kale, bok choy and turnips. I hope that they get
enough sun down there and the deer don’t eat them.
Also, I have a Leo update. As of this morning Leo can still retrieve! Noah
says his retriever switch got turned on, but I think it might be because I
am spending so much time with him that he is getting smarter.
Lastly, I found the plans for a simple blue bird box and I am starting
tomorrow. I think I have everything I need right here at home…
Have a wonderful night.
Warmly,
Miss Sparks

The children respond back with pictures,
stories, and adventures from their own lives.
Here are some pictures of their work.
Although we all hope to be together soon, I
am very proud of the work that the children
(and their parents) have done over these last
weeks. They are an inspiration to me!
— Jennifer Sparks
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mateo monroe
built a bird house
fox by feliciana casas guerrero

— Amanda
Butterworth
cursive: aidan behar
observer: walker alecock
others: amanda butterworth

grade three:

grade five:

with laura sternik

with tricia walker

Over the last weeks, the dominant theme has been that we
are all on a rather steep learning curve. Some steeper than
others; nonetheless, all of us are being mightily challenged by
the dramatic change in our circumstances. As a teacher and
colleague, I have put an emphasis on going with the slower
current of constant at-home-ness. Somehow the days are awfully
cecilia mackillop working on
her math homework
busy, and yet we can not seem to get as much done. No doubt we
are working hard, just in quite new spheres of life. Having now met
with almost all of the parents of Class Three (via Zoom), it is clear that just sending out
weekly schedules full of rhythm, poems, songs, scheduled work, ideas and suggestions is
not meeting most families’ needs. I hasten to say that my class parents have been grateful
for the material I and other teachers have been sending them every week, but for many it
is just too big an ask to get through it. And that is OK!

In our Fifth Grade Botany Block, we are
leaning about different trees. We are
comparing and contrasting conifers and
deciduous trees. The students were asked
to observe a fire and watch how different
types of wood burn. The students learned
this old poem about the different types of
wood and how each burns:

As I have repeatedly told my class parents, the children in the lower grades have received
the main bulk of new content we wanted to teach them this school year, now it is just
a matter of practice and adding a few new bits. The most important thing we can be
doing right now for our children and ourselves is keeping a peaceful heart, enjoying
this unusual opportunity to spend a lot of time with our children and deepening our
relationship to the vibrant, verdant natural world around us.
Many people are trying to juggle work and children and education—all at home. We all
need to decide what is most valuable right now and let go of some things. Families in
Class Three have taken great joy in growing a vegetable garden with their children, taking
long walks or cycle rides, noticing the birds or the insects more, cooking and baking
(I am jealous of the mum in my class whose son has perfected his baking to the point that
he is now producing delicious croissant and baguettes!). Learning to take responsibility
for household chores every day and doing them well is a fantastic chance for your child to
feel he is making a real and practical contribution to your lives and growing up enabled
to meet the world. The main lessons will all come together in the new school year, and we
as Waldorf teachers know your children well enough to recognize what needs to be added
or slipped in. I hope my words are reassuring.
— Laura Sternik

grade four:
with michel sellors

Grow Up to the Sunshine

The Fourth Graders have been enjoying
nature observation activities during their
distance learning afternoons. Almost
every day, they write something in their
nature observation journal about how
spring is unfolding around them. A
few weeks ago, they planted milkweed
seeds in their “milkweed patch” in their
yards. They have been writing about their
“gardens’” progress as well. Alongside
is a poem one student wrote about her
milkweed patch.

My milkweed has not sprouted yet

—Michel Sellors

		

So let the flowers sprout,

Holly logs will burn
like wax
You should burn them green,
Elm logs like smoldering flax
No flame to be seen.

griffen hensley
burning wood

Pear logs and apple logs,
They will heat your room.
Cherry logs across the bogs
Smell like flowers in bloom.
But ash logs, all smooth and grey,
Burn them green or old;
Buy up all that come your way,
They’re worth their weight in gold.

Class Five is also making nature mandalas
using items found in nature, as part of
their Botany Block.
— Tricia Walker

And grow up to the sunshine
And never have a doubt
Because you’ll make it there
And grow up straight and strong.
Don’t go pouting in the shadows,
Just reach up to the sunshine,
And let your leaves unfurl
And let your petals whirl
And don’t let them curl back in
Leave them stretched out
until you come again.
—indie blue woods

grade seven continues on page nine
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April Flowers Inspire May Showers
(Hopefully in Sonoma County)
By Farmer Dan

In spite of everything, there is still a lot
of work to be done on the farm. Because
the children were away, this spring we
did not cut a maze in the tall cover crop
for the students to play hide-and-go-seek
in, but instead let the cows roam free in
the lush field of greens. All you could see
were their brown Jersey backs here, there
8 • messenger • apr 2020 •

Then, out came the tractor to turn the
legume-enriched greens under for a hearty
green manuring. After discing and bedshaping and the massive project of laying
out irrigation lines, the first crop to go
in was the onions. Literally thousands of
onion shoots the size of a blade of grass
with a tiny, pea-sized bulb on the end
were dug up from the cold frames and
poked in one by one into the long rows.
Yellow and red onions as singles for large
bulbs, followed by clumps of three or
four for smaller ones, a row of shallots,
and one of leeks and that should provide
a hearty crop—seven long triple-rowed
beds—for fall harvest. Getting them in
early is best as they really love weeks
of hot sun to really bulk up nicely. The
entire field will get planted out in the
next couple of weeks, sadly without the
help this year of the students who usually
take up most of the field planting, their
many little hands making quick work of
it. Next to the onions will go lots of rows
of fingerling and yellow potatoes, then the
field corn for polenta and broom corn for

photos by farmer dan

In the quiet farmyard this week, the stately
iris and the wild orange California poppies
were bowing to each other in a strong
south wind that was refreshingly cool to
work in while wrestling with the Bermuda
grass that had invaded the raspberry patch
over the past few years. Giving attention
to weeds instead of children is not the
ideal, but sometimes is necessary, so every
day on the farm presents a different kind
of opportunity and not a setback. It is a
wonderful thing just to be alive on a fresh
morning in our struggling world, especially
in spring, one of life’s forever gifts, when
the world seems to make all the loveliness
it possibly can. It is challenging to find
solace or wonder at times in a world of
politics and cell phones, but it always
seems possible in the farmyard where the
world’s unspeakable kindness presents
itself in an unquestioning and tangible
flourish of flowering affirmation. Like the
renowned author Alice Walker once so
eloquently wrote, “I get energy from the
earth itself. I feel that as long as the earth
can make a spring every year, I can. As
long as the earth can flower and produce
maturing fruit, I can, because I’m the
earth. I won’t give up until the earth gives
up.”

and everywhere as they slowly worked
their way around the field, munching and
trampling down the mixture of oats, peas,
beans, barley and vetch for a week. Usually
the only time they get into a field of fresh
cover crops is when they find a break in the
electric fencing and stroll over for a quick
snack before they are caught and sent
back to their pasture, so this was quite a
heavenly outing for all four of them.
broom-making, followed by red, white and
black beans. Finishing out the field will
be winter squashes and pumpkins. Unlike
last spring, there has been no sign of the
caterpiller infestation, so all the tiny plants
should get off to a great start for hopefully
a rich and abundant harvest.
Of course in addition to the green
manure cover crop, our nutrient-dense
BioDynamic compost is also spread
liberally before the final bed-shaping. Soils
rich in soil organic matter do a better job
of retaining soil moisture and reducing
runoff, while helping to suppress diseases
and pests, in addition to stimulating the
profusion of microorganisms so necessary
for nutrient-dense vegetables and fruits.
While we do not practice interplanting too
much, indigenous Americans practiced
the Three Sisters method of interplanting
that you might like to try in your home
garden as in corn/beans/and squash: corn
supports bean vines, the beans provide
fertilizer, and squash underneath deters
weeds.Together they form a complete
protein, high in fiber, carbs, vitamins and
minerals! Soils rich in organic matter also
tend to stay well aerated and invite and
encourage the friendly proliferation of
earthworms. As a side note… 69-30 BC:
Cleopatra decreed earthworms sacred and
forbade anyone from harming or removing
them. In 1949, the USDA found that the
phenomenal fertility of the Nile Vally
derived from its prodigious earthworm
castings.

A little story in closing: In the year 176
A.D. a 16-year-old girl knelt at the side
of a dying soldier, Victor, to pray for him
and to let him know he was not alone,
thereby announcing her own Christianity
and subsequent martyrdom. The young
girl’s name was Corona and she was
subsequently made a saint, St. Corona,
the patron saint for epidemics and
pandemics. St. Victor
and St. Corona’s
remains have been
in a Basilica in
the city of Anzu,
Italy, since the
9th century, a
city in northern
Italy in the heart
of the current
coronavirus
epidemic. What
a mysterious
world…

continued from page seven

grade seven:

grade eight:

with don basmajian

with tim allen

In Astronomy,
so far, we have
studied galaxies,
the sun and the
inner planets.
On the right are
examples from the
students. As we
reached the end of
the block last week,
I was surprised to
discover five seventh
graders in front of
my house creating
chalk drawings
of the sun and
planets. They kept
their distance from
each other and my
family, but left these
lovely messages for
us to treasure. I was
delighted!

The Eighth Grade
has taken the
production of
Shakespeare’s
As You Like It off of
the stage and onto
the airwaves! Daily as you like it. first folio, 1623
rehearsals done by conference calls are
being recorded and prepared for sharing
with the community. Students have also
been wandering their yards, recording
footsteps, birdcalls and other sound
effects that are being added to the voices
to help bring each scene to life. Keep an
eye out for the release of the recordings to
enjoy at home! — Tim Allen

illustrations by isadora page
(top & bottom) and olive
milcoff (middle).

In the afternoons, students spend time on
a project of their choice. Some are studying
cooking and baking, many are gardening
or helping parents with home repair and
clean up. Jonas chose to delve more deeply
into welding. His dad shared the photo
below and these words, “In addition to
a big grill project, Jonas is also making
bedside tables from wood we harvested
in our back yard. He’s been sanding and
squaring up the slabs as well as welding
the steel bases.” — Don Basmajian

When school closed, the second group
of Eighth Graders were in the middle of
a block on ‘Botanical Illustration’. The
students found inspiration from the
different flowers I brought in from my
flower farm and the many wonderful
things growing on campus. Observation,
identification and carefully working with
finding the beauty in truth were their
tasks. This is a class that I’ve long wanted
to teach, and the Eighth Graders took it
up fully—it was a joy to be a part of! For
distance learning over this month, I’m
having the students create a botanical
print on a small-card scale, working
from the nature they find in their own
backyard. We plan to deliver “take good
care” cards to a senior citizen housing
center, and they are very excited to hand
these out as I send the weekly bundles in.
— Sierra Bannister, Specialty Teacher
see a gallery of the eighth grade class
botanical illustrations on the back cover

Anyway, warmest
spring blessings
from Summerfield
farm.
Peace,
Farmer Dan
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Our chickens continue to thrive and lay
abundantly, so a warm thanks to all the
faithful customers who keep coming by to
purchase them, as well as vegetable starts,
ground cornmeal, sauerkraut, bone broth,
lettuces, etc. A word on eggs from a recent
study published in Mother Earth News that
found that free-range chickens, with their
complex diet of seeds, insects, food scraps,
worms and plants, produce eggs with onethird less cholesterol and saturated fat,
two times more omega-3 fatty acids, and
three times more vitamin E, beta-carotene
and vitamin D than standard commercial
eggs. But then, of course, we now know
that foods grown and animals raised in
ways that regenerate the environment
and promote biodiversity deliver the most
nutrition, taste, and a longer shelf life—
what’s good for us humans is also good for
the animals we raise and planet we live on,
and vice-versa.

‘Closer to Home’ Learning
at a time of distant learning
our farm class is staying close to home
By Saskia Pothof, Farm Classroom Teacher
The Farm Classroom had just settled into a rhythm. Since our start
in January, we had gotten our feet under us, rolled up our sleeves,
finding a rhythm of work and play, baking and cooking, eating and
sharing, singing and listening that was beginning to bear fruit and
nurture us all, students, farmers, parents and teacher alike. We
had mapped out a track for our morning walk and run, covered
a path along the greenhouse with wood chips, measured the
length of the track, and were building strength and stamina in the
morning movement. Before and after school the students explored
the meadow, our playground, where they created a swing, dug
up clay, diverted a stream, and built a bridge. The huge fallen
tree trunk provided endless inspiration for their play: as a forge
for swords, a mine, a resting spot, a hiding spot for lizards, and
storage for clay or treasure.
The two most important ‘teaching tools’ in the farm classroom
program turned out to be the farm itself, and the big farm table in
our classroom. The work on the farm, from shaping the compost
pile, to digging up pavers, crushing cabbage to make sauerkraut,
baking bread, morning chores feeding the animals, planting native
plants in the hedgerow, navigating wheelbarrows over uneven
terrain, picking tender shoots of the cover crop to add to our salad,
making impromptu snack from freshly harvested asparagus and
hardboiled eggs, all provided opportunity to work with our will, to
collaborate, to build stamina, to ponder questions, to investigate
and discover. We measured, weighed, estimated, calculated,
formulated questions to ask the farmers, and reported in writing
about our work on the farm. We gathered around the big farm table
at least twice every day, to prepare food, to eat and share food, to
share stories, to set the table and offer a feast of bread and soup
to the farmers. We also sat around the table to learn to take turns,
to make up stories, and to resolve conflicts.
Clearing the table and sweeping up under the
table was as important as setting the table: a
metaphor for every task—it has a beginning
and an end, and we clean the space so that
something new can come forth the next day.
So how do you transform a program that is
based on getting your hands in the soil, putting
your arms around a group of children and
inspire in them the confidence that we are all
an essential part of this farm, doing meaningful
work, and in the process discover we are
capable, curious, sometimes resistant, but
always richer in experience at the end of each
week, into a farm class at home?
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on this page: illustrations to the class reader,
paul biegel’s the little captain. artwork by saskia pothof

It quickly became clear that what was needed was not a ‘break’,
even though it was technically Spring Break. What was needed was
to find a new rhythm, and what was of the essence was not to try
to re-create the farm class experience at home, but to find a way
for each of the farm class families to connect with where they are
now. In order to find inspiration for how to help families do that, I
first had to find it for myself. It turned out that a daily walk (first at
the beach when that was still an option, and later right around my
house) provided the moment of calm and connection in each day.
As soon as I was back home, I wrote a few lines of poetry, images
I had gathered on my walk. I realized that if I could hear the wind
in the trees and the story it was telling, so could the students. The
first ‘farm home school’ assignment became to find a place for the
daily morning walk/run. The children were asked to set out a track,
measure it, map it out, and every day, after the walk and run, go to
the same spot, or tree, and listen and look. Where do you see/hear/
smell Spring? The students wrote down their words, some molded
their observations into a poem, others gathered words, that, over
time, became a basket of images that both represented a picture
of the world around them, as well as a picture of themselves. We
shared the poetry at the end of March, and continue to do so this
month, and thus, through our Odes to Spring, we are connected
with each other and, more importantly, are
connected to ourselves and to the world around
us. Right here, right now.
The ‘Main Lesson’ became writing down the
“Question of the Day” in the morning. As a
teacher, I used to plan a ‘question of the day’
for the farm classroom, but often the question
of the day presented itself, and the best days of
learning were when we followed the lead of that
spontaneous question and the children then
‘ran with it’.
Now, at home, the question of the day is
different for each family. For some it can be:
how long are the boards that we are using to

build a raised bed? Or: what do we need to build a chicken coop? It
can also be: “What are the measurements of the carpet in the living
room?” or “What do I need to double the recipe for minestrone
soup or halve the recipe for macaroons?” or “What colors can I see
when I dive into my pond?” And so the teaching tool of the farm
and farm work has become the backyard, the trail by the house,
the kitchen or the living room.

Farm Class Odes to Spring
Here is a little bouquet of Spring observations from the Farm Class
students, aged 8, 9 and 10. They were asked to go outside every day, listen
after their morning walk/run, and collect a word or sentence about the
sky, the air, the trees, the sounds…
Gate
Trees
Obsidian

The teaching tool of my beloved farm table has become story.
We now meet in and around story. The parents are reading Mio,
My Son by Astrid Lindgren to the students. In addition to that,
I am translating a Dutch story (Paul Biegel’s The Little Captain)
and delivering a chapter several times a week, which the students
can read themselves. It is a story in which the protagonists (four
children) build a boat and meet all kinds of challenges when
navigating uncharted territory to get to the island of Big and Tall,
the island where you grow up over-night. Since in a mixed-age
classroom there are as many different reading levels as there are
students, some students get a custom-made Read Aloud book to
work on their reading. With others, who are advanced readers
but need writing practice, we create a story together, taking turns
adding a chapter. Some students get to talk on the phone for story
review; others are well met by reading with their parents. By all
of us living in these stories, we meet in our imagination. And we
all, teacher, parents, students, are nourished by these stories as
we navigate the uncharted territory of this time. With parents I
communicate by phone, and the reading materials and number
stories are made available by email and online. No parents
have indicated they prefer to have FaceTime. Some children
experience loneliness, being away from their friends. At this age
I believe FaceTime would not alleviate that. There are several
developmental stages in childhood and young adulthood, where
the experience of loneliness is essential in order to make the next
developmental step. I believe that this time we find ourselves in
provides that ‘developmental step’ for all of us, and out of that
loneliness we can move toward a new interest in the world, make
a choice to engage in activity, build a greater sense or integrity of
ourselves, and from there, a stronger connection with the world
around us and other people.

Gray skies
Broken fence
Birds in the sky
Flower blossoms
New animal holes
Bones below owl box
Felt sweat on forehead
Broken apple tree branch
We have found the colors
of the rainbow
		

— Ryley

Spring has nice warm showers.
Spring has nice cool breeze.
Spring has sunny days, afternoon rainy days.
Spring has blossoms blooming all around the nice green tree.
Spring’s nice showers hit the
nice clean earth, throwing out
a scent of earth dew.
		

— Taylor

It’s softly sprinkling raindrops,
even when the sun is out.
It’s raining hard, and now it’s
hardly raining… hail!
Dark clouds are coming,
wind is blowing the
cherry blossoms into the air.
Flowers are blooming, wind chimes
are ringing, birds are chirping.
		

— Ella

read aloud books—
illustrations by saskia pothof

The bark of dogs
The rustle of leaves
The sway of branches
The b-a-a-a of a sheep
The drip, drip, drip of the rain.

I found that what I feared most, that I would not have the
inspiration of what and how to teach if I could not physically be
together with the students, turned out not to be the challenge,
for this was no longer my task. My task has become to inspire
the parents and to transfer my faith in the children’s capacity to
learn and love, to faith in the parents’ capacity to trust in their
children’s ability to learn, and to cherish the moments of discovery
and learning together. This is, just like anything else in life, not
a straight line, from discovery to mastery. It is a wavy curve with
moments of epiphany and waves of discouragement and even
despair. But it is a creative process in which we feel engaged and
alive. As it turns out, this is not a time of Distant Learning, but
Closer to Home learning. And I am deeply grateful to be involved
in a process of growing and creating together in this endeavor.

Bird song, the humming of bees, croaking of frogs,
The breeze, the fluttering of wings as a bird flies by.
		

— Zebi

It’s sunny spring
And the birds do sing.
The grass is wet from a morning fog
And I hear the chirp of a frog.
The bees buzz from flower to flower,
Pollinating in this late afternoon hour.
The silent drip of rain
Comes constantly again and again.
The breeze comes slowly
across my face,
And I feel peace in this place.
		

— Zebi and Elan
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A Window Into the High School
independent learning from home

What activities could students say “yes” to and enter with their whole beings? How could
each student be inspired to live with questions from main lesson all day long? What unique
opportunities might our “sheltering in place” provide for learning?
These were questions that the high school faculty entertained in preparing a new schedule
and lessons for April. What emerged were these goals: independence in planning a project
the student chooses, deeper dives into core topics, time to experience nature as a teacher,
practices for establishing rhythms, finding balance, and slowing down. All of these together
would strengthen the individual student, and possibly open new avenues of growth.
To provide these experiences, we simplified the day. It begins with a greeting and nature
observation followed by an expanded main lesson time. Midday classes are short, and
potent, intended to build skills. In the afternoons, students engage in independent projects
coordinated in small groups. Zoom video meetings are used to frame the day, provide
social contact, to set assignments, and to share results. Lecture time is minimized on Zoom.
We are constantly striving to balance screen time and student at-home work time.
Earlier, on March 14, we had set a form in place for bringing meaningful closure to
courses in the one week before spring break. We avoided screen time by choosing email
as the vehicle of communication. We heard from parents, and we learned a lot: Students
need help forming the daily school rhythm at home. Emails, with their linear nature are
too inefficient and difficult to manage as a way to communicate. We realized that our
preference for in-person communication would have to be relaxed, even for ninth graders,
and we would need to choose a tool for online meetings. We soon learned that tutorial
sessions online with a small group of students could be very helpful and that small Zoom
meetings work better than large ones. These experiences informed our April planning.
Because of the computer time, at the beginning of April, we began recommending that
students spend at least three hours outdoors with no technology throughout the day.
This begins with the morning movement from 9:15-10am. Perhaps it continues with the
Afternoon Project time. But students need still more time outdoors. As teachers using
screens, we have found this time in nature to be essential for us. How can you help your
student achieve this?
Now, three weeks into this new way of working, we would like to share some experiences
from the classroom. Three Main Lesson teachers will introduce courses where they found
potent questions for each Zoom session, followed by student responses. Next, we have
contributions from three “Afternoon Project” courses, where students from different
grades meet daily to coordinate their
The breeze at dawn has secrets to tell you.
independent efforts. With these teaching
Don’t go back to sleep.
forms, we hope to ignite fires and to
You must ask for what you really want.
spark a feeling of agency in our students.

saba tebbutt

Introduction by Beth Weisburn, on behalf of the High School Core Group

grade nine:

geology with ben mew
Ben sent a collection of rocks and
minerals home so that each Ninth
Grade students could have a “hands-on”
experience of Geology. After working with
Goethe’s description of Granite, Saba
Tebbutt wrote a poem about granite:

Granite
The foundation of our earth,
Built directly on the depth of creation.
The oldest, firmest, deepest,
most unshakable son of earth.
Enormous masses, sturdy and dense,
Its birth on a primeval day.

Baz Brace wrote a response to the prompt
“Go look at and draw the horizon then
write a creative/descriptive answer to
the question: Where am I? Also, ask 3-5
questions about your landscape.”

Landscape
Where am I? I am on a rock which is
floating through outer space. Most of it is
covered with water. Miraculously, the rock
has the perfect conditions to support life.
This isn’t just any old rock though—this
rock is changing, land is changing and life
is evolving too! More specifically, I am on
the edge of a big piece of land called a
continent. In fact, if I climb up a hill, I can
see the ocean. Wait a minute… What’s a
hill and why is it there? Something in the
earth must be happening to create this.
•
•
•

Why is there no distinct line on the
horizon?
How is a hill created?
How are the creeks which run
through it related to the land?

Don’t go back to sleep.
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People are going back and forth across
			
the doorsill,
Where the two worlds touch.
The door is round and open.
Don’t go back to sleep.
		

—rumi

baz brace

In a recent faculty meeting, a colleague
shared this Rumi poem which frames
the question we are living with: How
can we stay awake? We are grateful to
our families for for their trust, flexibility
and support during this time!

grade ten:

history through poetry with molly sierra

Last week, the Tenth Grade began their block with a study of Dante’s Sestina, a form that the troubadours of
the High Middle Ages made popular. The Sestina is a complex form, composed of 39 lines. The writer chooses
six words that will appear at the end of each line in an intricate repetitive pattern. Below are just two of many
outstanding examples from the class. — Molly Sierra

wikimedia commons

The Tenth Grade began their year with the study of the word as expressed by ancient people from the dawn
of civilization. Their studies continued in the second trimester with Beowulf and Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight taking them into the Dark Ages and High Middle Ages. History Through Poetry, their current
block, will continue their study of the word from the Renaissance to Post Modernism. Students are taking
up questions around creativity, imagination, and being human, and they are studying how these same ideas
have been expressed in poetry through the ages.

dante alighieri
portrait by sandro botticelli, 1495

Memories

Sestina

a sestina by fredi mrazik

by gianna martinelli

Great ruins of the past lay crumbled
Its memories washed away by time
Nothing lingers, not even a shadow
Great twisted vines climb
But memory’s eyes gleam
Once again imploring us to believe.

I see a blanket of lime green crystal like moss.
Under wet roots is a shy newt.
Everything has faded into the fog of my mind dissolving my integrity.
Your smile will always be close to my heart yet it’s translucent.
You come back to me again, apologizing, not knowing you’re walking on ice.
Please never forget that we breathe under the same stars.

But not all remember or believe
Their memory of the past has crumbled
Nothing stirs, neither a sparkle or a gleam.
The fates have erased those moments in time
They crawl, hands bloody, they climb,
Whispering, “remember,” from the shadow.

When you think of me do you picture the stars.
I miss when we used to run barefoot on the moss.
I stare into your deceiving eyes knowing they are made of ice.
I explore into the world of water, spying on a floating newt.
The trees turn the sunshine translucent.
I watch your words and discover false integrity.

A secret held in shadow
Locked in the dark, begging us to believe
To put one foot in front of the other and climb
Past memories, history, has crumbled
A ball of discarded paper waiting for its time
To be seen once again, to become a gleam.

I wish your arms wrapped tightly around me instead of ripping my inner integrity.
What is the point of my secrets if I can’t whisper them to you under the stars.
Time makes the bad memories translucent.
I can almost taste our memories as we slow danced under the moonlit moss.
Your promises are just as sour as a poisonous newt.
Your electric fingertips fade and turn to ice.

A road less traveled threads its way agleam
Through the oppressing dark and memory in the shadow
Everything stops around you, even time
But what do you believe?
In the memory that you have, all crumbled
But you wish to know more, so you climb.

A thought is spoken but it crumbles like ice.
Dewdrops quiver while bright skies yank away all integrity.
I run beside nature, surprising a newt.
As my hair brushes your cheek, a whisper in your heart echos the vast stars.
You crushed the fragile moss.
You shattered our beginning, a beginning of something translucent.

Not knowing which way is up, or down, you still climb
Hoping not to see darkness, but a gleam
Wanting to repair what has crumbled
To make way for the light and banish the shadow
Remembering to believe
For it will become true in time.

You could’ve held on even though our trust was translucent.
Your voice is as hot as ice.
Maybe our rusty memories will remain laying in the moss.
Why’d you stab my back? Ripping our shared integrity.
I wish you could be here to watch my stars.
Within my childhood there will always live a newt.

You speed back to your moment in time
Darkness streaks past as you climb
For now you believe
The eyes of memory gleam
And the darkness lengthens to shadow
The ruins of the past are no longer crumbled.

Looking up with a big grin, your chubby hands show me a newt.
Your angel face is innocent but I know your abilities are translucent.
Why can’t we find the same truth within our stars?
Your hands separate us, reminding me of your ice.
A wondering butterfly pricks late afternoon integrity.
Your eyes reflect blue moss.

Ruins crumbled through time
Memories become shadow, a long climb
To become a gleam, something to believe.

A foreign newt is hidden within the yellow moss.
Translucent integrity reminds me of home.
As you walk away, I hide under the icy stars.
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grade twelve:

senior seminar with george herschkowitz and bob flagg
In Senior Seminar, the Twelfth Grade students look at the current social and economic paradigm and
then, for one week, are introduced to an alternative proposed by Rudolf Steiner in 1918. This is the first
time that they have explicitly studied anything from Rudolf Steiner’s work, and the first insight they
have into the foundations of their Waldorf Education. The course is taught collaboratively by George
Herschkowitz and Bob Flagg. This year, the final week was taught remotely by George with Lorian Schick
participating in a supporting role. From George:
The Threefold Social Order is a radical re-structuring of Society into three independent,
self-governing spheres each characterized by a different underlying gesture or principle:
•

A spiritual-cultural-educational sphere where the principle of individuality
and freedom reigns,

•

A legal-rights sphere where the principle of equality reigns,

•

An economic sphere where the principle of brotherhood/sisterhood
and the common-wealth reigns.

This is a division based on the distinction between human talents, rights, and needs.

“To live in the love for one’s
actions and to let live in the
understanding for the other’s
willing is the basic maxim of
free human beings.”
—rudolf steiner,

Each day students were asked to reflect, in their own way, on thoughts presented that day.
Here are a few student responses:

The Necessary Paradigm Shift
to Enable Threefold Social Order

What Would Allow for the Threefold
Social Order?

by aidan kelly

by reed hayes

For the threefold social order to truly be
possible, a serious paradigm shift would
have to occur. In my opinion, the shift
would have to go about something like the
following…

Growing up in a Waldorf school, I always had
a certain knowledge of how our education
was different and that it was meant to build
you more completely as you. In my later
years of lower school and perhaps first two
years of high school, I didn’t think of this
education as a benefit, in fact I felt it was
holding me back. I thought I wouldn’t learn
as much as kids in public school and that this
would put me at a disadvantage later in life.
Now finally in Twelfth Grade and particularly
in this class, I am finally growing a real and
deep appreciation for it.

First off, everyone would have to be able
to accept that every human being has their
own unique spirituality. This would mean
that there would have to be total freedom of
religion, speech etc.
There would also have to be the
understanding that everyone is equal when
it came to race, religion and such.
Another key thing that would have to shift
is our economic structure. This would have
to shift to an economy where things were
produced when needed, and not just for
desire.
There would have to be no distinction
between classes, and everyone would have
to have an equal chance and have to act
on that chance. This would mean that the
survival of the fittest world we live in today
would have to be abolished.
The most important thing that would have
to change would of course be the hardest
thing to change: We would all have to unite
in peace and live in harmony together.
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But the problem is that most people in the
world hold that Eighth Grade view that I
had. That facts are more important than
development of self-knowledge. Facts are
what get you into college and college is what
gets you into life. In our current society, this
is not a wrong view because it is the truth.
The real problem is that our current view
is not a sustainable one in the long run.
Because what can really get better? How can
we truly improve from here?
Basically my conclusion is that a shift in
consciousness needs to be around schooling
and how we treat the rest of our lives, how
we view our futures. Future generations
shouldn’t be thinking about how they can
survive, but rather what they can do in
order to further the welfare of everybody,
knowing that no matter what they do, it will
be enough.

from the philosophy of freedom,
chapter 9,

What Are Our Social Tasks?
a poem by luna arteaga-laak
Let’s remake the world with words
As Wordsworth once said, remove
“the dust of custom”
In conversation with each other
Let’s not assume we know
The soul we spoke with yesterday.
If the dawn were to fall into night,
Would we still look at the sunrise
With fervent eyes?
The land we know as home,
Let’s not pretend that it is ours.
We are guests,
And her hospitality warms
Our hearts.
Let us stand in the wind of tomorrow,
As time wraps its cloak
Around yesterday,
But not forget the blessings
That blow against our skin.

1894.

afternoon projects:

afternoon projects:

finding quiet within

the natural world in my backyard

with isabel wundsam and jun kong

with ronni sands and chelsea young

Isabel Wundsum and Jun Kong are leading students in
“Finding Quiet Within.” Here students create a quiet inner
space through making illustrations for Grimm’s fairy tales…

‘imagining cinderella…’
by buck shortridge (tenth grade)

Chelsea Young and I offered a course on the
“Natural World in My Backyard.” This has been a
wonderful opportunity to go to our closest natural
environment and find meaning and purpose. This first
week, we are off to a great start, observing three plants,
drawing them, writing about them and then trying to
identify them by common name and also finding the
Latin names.
Next, we all drew maps of our gardens at home, or
yards or closest nature area. We meet together online
for a brief time, then go off and do our own work and
come back at the end of every day for sharing and
questions.

gesture drawing: cinderella
by buck shortridge (tenth grade)

rapunzel by buck shortridge (tenth grade)

gesture drawing: cinderella
by saba tebbutt (ninth grade)

gesture drawing: cinderella
by lilya ming (eleventh grade)

rapunzel by lilya ming (eleventh grade)

In this time of distance and isolation, I appreciate these
young people so much! Their willingness to go forward
with a curriculum that is completely different from
what we do at school, is challenging. It demands an
inner striving, because ultimately the work is in their
hands. Chelsea and I do the work of the assignments
as well, so that we can all feel unified in the activity,
even if it is not in the same place. And it is fun! Taking
the time with the natural world is teaching all of us so
much about the place outside our doors, that can often
go unnoticed. Hopefully we are opening doorways to
the soul that give one a sense of self. I sense we are all
renewing ourselves in a space and time that is so new
and different, that everything must have meaning.
Another assignment is to document the course of
light on an hourly basis in our outdoor spaces. We will
begin to see how the arc of light falls throughout the
day. We will better understand what can grow where,
as we each take up individual projects that our yards
call from us. Each student’s project will be different,
and Chelsea and I will act as mentors to help them
achieve their goals. Next week we will start or maintain
compost piles and talk about and observe soil biology.
As we say our hellos and goodbyes on Zoom, this sea
of faces gives me a sense that we are connected. It is
a connection
rock border nature garden area by ella buller
of our wills,
striving to do
what we can in
a challenging
situation. It also
fills me with
hope.
— Ronni Sands,
HS Permaculture
Teacher
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afternoon projects:

maker elective
with fred bassett

We are now at the mid-point of the Maker Projects April
elective for high school students and I would like to share
the progress that the students have been making. There
are nine students in this class and each has undertaken
a different project of their own design as a “Maker”
operating out of their own “shop”.
Although this is not at all what I had expected for this
year’s Maker elective, it is a testament to the creative
energy and can-do spirit of our students.
Two students, Hudson (G12) and
Mason (G11), are working on guitars.
Hudson is making a guitar from
old parts and new parts that were
fabricated in the Art Tech 2 shop. The
picture on the right gives a sense of
the detail work of reassembling the
electrical components into the new
custom body made from cardboard and laser cut 1/8”
plywood new top and bottom surfaces.
Mason is refurbishing an older
Fender Stratocaster with a new
stain, many lacquer coats and some
replacement electrical components.
Helena (G10) is creating a solarpowered garden fountain from 2
large clay pots and is also adding
new garden boxes with deer cages
(not shown) during the time she is
waiting for the fountain parts to
arrive. Testing with the solar panel and a new DC-powered
submersible pump should begin next week.
Colin (G12) has designed—using Solid Works 3D
CAD software—and then built, an enclosure with a
temperature-controlled fan assembly for his 3D printer
to be able to stabilize the temperature of the work
area for more reliable printing. He is taking advantage
of this improvement to custom-print protective faceshield assemblies to donate to local medical workers.
He is using the 3D printer to fabricate the headband
parts (seen in the middle picture inside of the 3D printer
enclosure) to which he will add
clear polycarbonate shielding that
we will have to cut using either the
school’s vinyl cutter, laser cutter or
good old-fashioned scissors. The
face shields are used to prevent
contact with potentially infected
moisture droplets in the air of
the patient wards in the hospital.
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Today’s progress in his own words: “Got the arduino,
temperature sensor, and fan wired up so that the fan
will turn on when the temperature in the enclosure goes
above the desired level. This will (hopefully) remove
hot air from the enclosure and keep the temperature
relatively constant.”
Dakota (G11) is putting
his welding skills to
work to make a custom
“headache” rack for
his pick-up truck. He is
now at the point where,
having already built up
the metal frame, he is wiring the tail, brake and turn signal
lights as well as a super bright LED work light, and then
he’ll be adding an air lift kit to raise the suspension. In his
own words: “Today I spliced the wires that I will run to my
brake/tail/blinker lights into my trailer wiring harness and
covered them in shrink wrap tubing to pseudo-waterproof
it. I put the truck up on jack stands and took all the tires
off as well, in preparation for the installation of the lift kit.
Aiden (G12) is making
a playhouse for his
sister’s cat that will
include a box enclosure,
a scratching post and
a feed reservoir for dry
food that the cat might
activate by “playing”
with a toy mouse attached to some form of mechanism
to release food from the reservoir.
Everett (G9) is creating a wind tunnel test enclosure using
materials from around the house and an ambient smoke
machine to study the fluid dynamics of air flow over a
wing shape. The injected smoke should make it easier to
visualize the effect different-shaped wings would have
on the lift applied to the wing.
Ben (G9) is rebuilding
and customizing a
Remote Controlled (RC)
1/16 gauge off-road car
that he owns. He has a
plan in place and has
ordered the parts. While
he awaits delivery, he
has begun to rebuild and customize his gaming guitars
by rebuilding the switch assemblies on the “guitar” necks
(he has a couple of these).
Cruz (G10) has been working with and familiarizing
himself with the Raspberry Pi microcontroller (single
board computer) and teaching himself the programming
language Python. He is also exploring how to repair and
refurbish an electric scooter.
— Fred Bassett, HS Electronics Teacher

Let it Bee!
By Ronni Sands, on behalf of
the Parent Education Initiative

On Saturday, March 7 (one week before
everything shut down), we came together
as a community to celebrate Waldorf 100,
Bees and Trees. This event took months
of planning, with help from a widespread
group of worker bees. We wanted an event
that met everyone, young and old.
The event began Sophia Hall. We came
together to find our common tone, led by
Saskia Pothof. A beautiful hum filled the
room, as we all sat in our beehive circle.
The striving to unite our tone calmed our
minds and united our hearts. A kind of
universal humming continued to bring us
to the present moment. Once warmed up
and present, we were ready for what came
next.
The younger children went off to ECE to
see a puppet show. The adults stayed in
the hall to hear a talk by Michael Thiele.
Michael is a former parent in our high
school and a Biodynamic beekeeper.
The audience had just traveled inside the
hive through our “toning”, and Michael
took us on a journey into the soul of the
bee. What is bee consciousness? One
thing that became very clear to me is that
selflessness and service is the entire life
purpose of the bee. Their selflessness
is built into every movement, every job
that they perform. And because of this

selflessness, they are not individual bees,
they are a community of one hive. What
they do for us as pollinators and in their
honey production is not their primary role,
yet we receive great benefits from their
sacrifice.
Cameron Nielsen, a former Summerfield
graduate, has been a student of Michael’s
since his senior year of high school when
his senior project was Bees. He has made a
number of movies and has just completed
one called Rewilding the Honeybee,
featuring Michael’s present work with
making log hives and getting bees into a
more natural hive environment. We were
able to see a short trailer of the movie,
along with Paul Zehrer’s film that captured
100 years of Waldorf Education.
As people left the hall and gathered their
children, a number of family activities
were available. Cameron Nielsen and Miles
Horhobin chisled away at two redwood
logs in order to create a natural log hive.
Children were able to try their hand at this.
In other places, younger children were
felting honeybees or making pinecone
bird feeders. Older children were painting
our bee mural and planting acorns in pots

top: bee pastel by saskia pothof
bottom: mural painting plus details

to grow more oak trees. Twelfth graders
provided wonderful sandwiches, and the
coffee cart parents were on site to provide
coffee and tea.
It was a wonderful gathering. Celebrating
Waldorf 100, we realized that Waldorf
Education is more than just a school, it is
a cultural setting to express our values of
care and love for all beings; mineral, plant,
animal and human. We come together to
work towards a higher understanding of
the role that we play, from education to
community to self-development.
At the end of the day we were able to
partake in an offering of honey cake, a
sweet memory of the bees. Thank you to
all who worked tirelessly to make all of this
happen. We were all selfless, busy bees!
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Community Events/Classes/Camps

Services Needed/Offered

The Christian Community

Waldorf-inspired Summer Nanny for Hire!

Holds monthly services in Santa Rosa services in the Eurythmy Barn
at Summerfield. Upcoming dates are May 22/23, June 12/13 (highly
provisional given current circumstances). All are welcome. For further
information or to be put on our email list, contact Elinor Biller at 696-4731
or biller@sonic.net.

Housing Needed/Offered
Waldorf Family Relocating from Marin to attend
Summerfield - In Search of Housing
We are overjoyed to be joining the Summerfield community. We are a
family of four, with two daughters (incoming 6th and 2nd graders), and
2 cats. Ideally, we would be hoping to rent a 3 bed 2 bath home for July
1st or sooner. It would be wonderful if any in the community could help
spread the word. Thanks for your assistance. Your hopeful neighbors,
Michael and Cindy Gillette. 415-302-0451. m@michaelgillette.com.
New SWSF Family Needs Housing
We are a family of 4 looking to rent a house near (or not too far from)
SWSF starting in mid-August/September 1. We prefer a 3 bedroom/1.5
bathrooms, or a 2 bedroom with a small office area/space for a young
child’s bedroom, but we could make a 2bd/1ba work. Can pay up to
$2800 per month. Ideally this will be a one year lease, but we are
flexible. Please contact Diana: 415-912-0248.
Your extra room/guesthouse/whole house is needed July 30Aug. 2nd!
The Anthroposophic Health Association is holding our biennial conference
at Summerfield from July 30-Aug 2. We’re looking for housing for Anthroposophic doctors and therapists. If you’d like to earn money while you’re
on vacation or support the work by offering a space, please email soon.
Thank you! Please contact Leila Allen: leila@summerfieldwaldorf.org.

My name is Maria Sipos. I aim to cultivate gentle, rythmic days
emphasizing play, nature and empathy. Five years of caregiving and
nanny experience. Drive Prius. Non-smoker. Contact me for more info:
E-mail: siposmaria89@yahoo.com. Phone: (206) 954-4422.
UC Berkeley Grad: Online English, French & Writing Tutor
• Former SWS & Sonoma Academy student • BA in French Literature
• Experience as both a French & English Writing tutor • Two years as a
high school English teaching assistant & private tutor in France • Contact
Shani Redlich at: shanitutors@gmail.com.
Do you need help with homework? Are you having difficulty
grasping subject material?
I am a Summerfield graduate who can tutor students grades 1-12 in the
Waldorf curriculum. My areas of expertise include reading, writing,
acting, and foreign languages. I can help with essays, grammar, spelling
tests, main lesson books, and line-learning. I am also available for
summer lessons or homeschooling. $40/hr. Contact me by phone or
email: (845) 517-7983 bronwyns@sonic.net.
Fresh Fish Available for Home Delivery!
Hook 2 table Fishco is one of the only commercial fisherman-owned
purveyors of sustainably sourced seafood from the California coast. Brother
of Roots & Shoots Asst. Teacher Ms. Katie. Now offering home delivery:
order at hook2tablefish.com.
Singing and Piano Instruction with Mary Beard
An experienced teacher, a Summerfield Waldorf School founding parent
and original creator of the school’s instrumental music program. My studio
is located in Santa Rosa. Please visit my website marybeardmusicstudio.
com or contact me at marymezzo@sonic.net or 707-546-8782.
Rick Concoff Violins

Sonoma County’s #1

Solar Company
Install and Repair
CA Lic. #963158

Quality string instruments for rent or sale at below-market prices. Rent
to own as well. Accessories available too! Call Rick at 707-477-9196.
Sebastopol Strings Academy
Classes for Kids and Adults: Beginning Violin, Beginning Cello,
Intermediate Cello, Music Theory, Piano, Adult Cello Ensemble.
Maureen Caisse. 707-206-1566. sebastopolstringsacademy.com.
Stressed? Free Online Sessions to Help You
Dana Dragonetti, a parent at Summerfield, is offering FREE group online
hypnosis, and energy clearing sessions to help relieve stress and calm
the nervous system at this time. For more information, please contact
danadragonetti@gmail.com.

(707) 664-6450 · www.westcoastsolarenergy.com
2975 Dutton Ave, Ste B, Santa Rosa, CA 95407

Online Re-Enrollment Underway
You should have received an email recently with the link
to the online re-enrollment process. We understand the
COVID-19 virus cycle has impacted us all and that there is still
much that is unknown.
We are, however, hopeful and excited to be preparing for next
year back on our beloved campus. In this vein, we are—as
usual—launching (Re)Enrollment. Re-enrollment is the time
to recommit to the school’s waivers and agreements, and to
set up your payment plan for next year, among other things.
Please do your best to complete this process by
May 7. Fees and Tuition are not due during this process of
re-enrollment.
Questions regarding Financial Aid and Re-Enrollment: Andrea
Trinei, registrar@summerfieldwaldorf.org.

Farm Stand Remains Open...
... even though school is otherwise closed. We have lettuce,
chard, eggs, squash, bone broth, sauerkraut, artichokes,
polenta, and veggie starts for your garden. Please continue to
support the farm if you can! ~ Farmer Dana

MacKillop Construction
Jim MacKillop offers complete
building & remodeling services
for Sonoma County homeowners.
Specializing in major remodels,
renovations, kitchens, baths
and decks, with over 30 years
experience. The MacKillops are a Summerfield family
(parents of a 2nd Grader and Kindergartner)!

mackillopconstruction.com • (707) 205-7260

Advertise in the Messenger
Summerfield’s Messenger newsletter is published once a month
during the school year, and has a distribution list of 1,000 people!
If you are interested in advertising in the Messenger, please visit
our website at summerfieldwaldorf.org/newsletter, or email
messenger@summerfieldwaldorf.org for more information.
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• botanical illustrations by the eighth grade •
see description of this eighth grade project inside on page nine

Top (L-R):

anenome: stella wardlaw; borage: julian mahrer; crabapple: stella wardlaw; california poppy: nayeli sierra
KALE: stella wardlaw; fennel: song held; narcissus: cecilia hallinan becker; yarrow: tindra niklasson

bottom (L-R):

